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five million chinese could be wong or family name
huang or hwang of ng or even wee all for married women the plot thickens
of these being variant spellings or pronun-
ciations

since in business and professional circles
ciations of the same chinese character the they often retain their maiden name and
teacher of english as a second language nat-
urally

add the english titletidetitietlde of madam thus
seeks to get to know his students mr aus wife would be madam szszmeisameimeimel li

names as soon as he can currently in with szse being her maiden name or the
singapore on leave from the university of same woman might choose to be recognized
hawaii and having spent eight years teach-
ing

as mrs mary au sz mei li here the four
ESL in taiwan I1 would like to report in characters represent her husbands family

name and her own married name her
maiden name and her two character given

jason B alter on leave from the univer-
sity

name
of hawaii is the acting director of

the Linlanguageguage centre nanyangnanying university the following are the major varieties of
in singapore dr alter has formerly chinese spoken in singapore hokkienhokkiehekkieHokkienklenn
contributed to the TESL reporter teochewteocheteacheTeochewaw hakka cantonese hainanese and

mandarin mandarin is taught as a second
language in the english stream schools and
as the first language in the chinese stream

brief on the vagaries of chinese names schools the name tan is among the
vagaries that may tend to feed the stereo-
type

most common in the 1973 singapore tele-
phonethat thetahe chinese inscrutableare book here is how tan would be

in any chinese environment the chinese read or pronounced in the above varieties
family name is stated first auaujyeaubyejye sheng hokkienhokkinen tan teochew tan hakka
chinese characters not words are all mono-
syllabic

chin cantonese chan hainanese
the practice in singapore is not to tan mandarin chen the point is that

hyphenate the given name for example in the multi dialectal factor adds another com-
plicationthe name above au is the family name

while jye sheng is in effect a two part wheremerewere english uses john doe chinese
given name the jye is definitely not uses jang san li sz jang three li four
thought of as a middle name in singapore it is not uncommon for a per-

son to have an alias in the recent gradua-
tionin taiwan this same name would appear as at I1program nanyangnanying university no-
ticedeither au jye sheng or as au jye sheng several cases listed with both varia-
tionsthere would be a hyphen and the first letter given

of the last part of the name might or might
not be capitalized next we should mention the matter of the

romanization system used to transcribe the
chinese the wade gilesnames system usesin singapore a cosmopolitan crossroads for to indicateapostrophes example aspir-
ation

there are people who also have anmany
while the yale system and the pin yinenglish given name staying with our

example we would then have jake au jye systems do not the systems vary in other
sheng with given names bracketing the continued on page 13
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ways as well then according to wade giles
tan would be more correctly spelled
tanran

above westatedrestatedwe stated that most chinese names
family plus given consist of three charac-
ters but occasionally you find a one
character given name this semester in my
class of twenty two students I1 have one
such example

the other day I1 had a conversation with a
lady named mrs wu whose husband is of
shanghai origins when she took a trip to
hong kong people there wondered why she
didnt spell her name ng which is the
cantonese equivalent of this name which
happens to mean fivefiver thus there seems
to be some nebulosity even among the
indigenesindigenes




